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A dir&ted packing is a maximal collection of k-subsets, called blocks, of a set of cardinalilY 
v having the property that no ordered t-subset oxurs in more than one block. A block contains an 
ordered I-set if its symbols appear, left to right, in the block. The cardinality of such a maximal col-
lection is denoted by DD(r, k, v). We consider the special case when k=v and derive some results on 
the sizes of maximal collections. 
L Introduction 
Directed packings are combinatorial structures which are used in the design 
of statistical experiments and large computer networks [3]. A directed packing is a 
maximal collection of blocks of size k whose elements are selected from a set of car-
dinality v with the restriction that no ordered t-subset occurs in more than one block. 
The block abed, for example, is said to contain the four triples abc, abd, aed and bcd. 
The cardinality of the maximal collection is denoted by DD(r, k, v) and the structure 
is called a (t, k, v) directed packing. 
We examine a special case where k is equal to v. For (undirected) designs. cover-
ings and packings this case is profoundly uninteresting as the structure will consist, 
in each case, of a single block containing all of the v symbols. However, when the 
blocks are ordered, non-trivial structures become possible. The (3, v, 0) directed 
packings have b.een examined in [2]. We obtain rcsults which apply for larger I and 
give some (4, v, v) and (5, v, v) packings. 
Some simple facts about directed packings of this kind (k= v) can be observed. 
An upper bound, namely, 
(I) DD(t, D, u) o§ t1 I 
can be derived by counting the frequencies of I-sets. There are v(u-I) ... (t:-t+l) 
possible ordered t-sets and (~) of them can he packed into each block. Since no I-set 
may occur more than once the result follows. 
AMS subject classification (1980): 05 B 40 
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It is also clear that a directed packing containing two blocks, the first with 
symbols in arbitrary order and the second with the symbols in exactly reverse order 
can never contam a repeated (-set. Thus 
(2) DD(t, L', v) ~ 2 
for all v. In fact, for any fixed t and v sufficiently large, this is the maximal directed 
packing as \ve show in section 2. 
As v increases, the number of blocks in a directed packing cannot increase. 
Formally 
(3) DD(t, v + i, to + i) ::§ DD(t, v, v) 
for all non-negative i. This is because deleting i symhols from a (t, v+i, v+i) pack-
ing gives a structure with v symbols, DD(t, t'+i, v+i) blocks and certainly no repea-
ted [-set. 
2. The Erdos-$zekeres Theorem 
A very old result (1935, [ID due to Erdos and Szekeres concerns sequences 
containing increasing or decreasing subsequences. Let yU,j) be the minimum number 
of symbols such that writing them down in any order will result in a sequence contain-
ing either an increasing sequence of i symbols or a decreasing sequence of j symbols. 
Theorem 1 [Erdils-Szekeres]. 
,(I,j) ~ (i-1)(j-1)+1. I 
This bound is exact so that it is always possible to write down y(i,j)-l symbols 
without either an increasing or decreasing sub-sequence of the appropriate length. 
We use this to establish 
Theorem 2. If v,=-(t-l)s+l then DD(t, I}, v)=2. 
Proof. Suppose v~y(t, let, t»)=(t_l)3+ 1 and we attempt to construct a directed 
packing with more than two blocks. Without loss of generality, the first block may be 
113 ... 1.'. Any second block may not contain an increasing t-set and thus must con-
tain a decreasing subsequence of length '1(1, t). The symbols in this subsequence must 
contain either an increasing Of decreasing subsequence of length t iri any third block 
since [here are f(t, t) of them and such a t-sequence is a repeat of one in block I or 
block 2. Thus there can be at most two blocks and, from (2), at least two blocks prov-
ing the result. I 
3. A better lower bound 
Theorem 3.JI v~(t-l)3 thell DD(t. t', v) ,=-4. 
Proof. Consider the sets 
{(a, b, e)l, {(Ra, Rb, e)l, {(Ra, b, Rc)), {(a, Rb, Rc)), 
where (/, b, cE {I, 2 ... , [ - I} and R is the transformation taking i to t-i 
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(i= 1, 2, "., t-1). Jf these four sets of (t-JYl triples are written with the triples 
(a, h, c) appearing in lexicographic order, and the other sets of triples in correspond-
ing order, then they form blocks containing symhols from a set of cardinality (t-l)'1 
and not containing any repeated t-tuple, • 
An example will illustrate the procedure. Suppose that 1=4. Then the result-
ing four blocks arc shown below; a numering of the triple from 1 to 27 is also sho\\n. 
Block I Block 2 Block 3 BI,-",~ 4 
111 1 131 25 313 21 133 9 
112 2 332 26 312 20 132 , 
113 3 333 27 311 19 131 7 
121 4 321 22 323 24 123 " 122 5 322 23 322 23 122 5 
123 " 323 24 321 22 121 4 131 7 JII 19 333 27 113 3 
132 g 312 00 J" ,- ::6 112 2 
133 9 3lJ " 23\ 25 III 1 211 10 231 16 213 12 2JJ 18 
212 11 232 17 212 11 232 17 
21J 12 ::33 1R 211 10 231 16 
221 13 221 13 223 15 223 ,5 
222 14 222 14 222 14 222 14 
223 15 223 15 221 13 221 13 
231 16 211 10 2ll 18 213 12 
232 17 212 11 232 17 212 11 
233 18 213 12 231 16 211 10 
311 19 131 7 113 3 333 27 
312 20 132 8 \12 2 332 26 
313 21 133 9 111 1 331 25 
321 22 121 4 12J 6 323 24 
322 23 122 , 122 5 322 23 
323 24 123 6 121 4 321 22 
331 25 111 1 133 9 3J3 21 
332 26 112 2 132 S 312 20 
333 27 113 3 131 7 311 19 
This shows that the Erd6s-Szekeres bound is exact and gives the smallest value or L' 
such that only two sets can be formed. It can be generalized to give: 
Theorem 4. If v=pq then there are n blocks of size v which contain no repeated 
(pq_d + I)-set, )vitere n is the maximtlm cardinality of a set C of elements of {1. R}4 
with minimum Hamming distance d. 
Proof. Let B be the block of v elements formed by taking all q-tuples of the form 
(aI' a~, "', aq), where alE {I, 2, ... ,p}, in lexicographic order. The elements of C 
are q-tup1es of transformations which are at a Hamming distance at least d from each 
other; thus, for each R"'E C, anew block R*(B) can be formed by applying R"'E {I, R}<l 
to each q-tuple (aI' a2 , •.. , aq) in B. 
To show that two blocks contain no common t-tuple (/=pq_J+ I) let B be the 
block consisting of all q-tuples taken in lexicographic order, and let R* and 5*':: C; 
we show that S* (B) and R*(B) have no I-tuple in common. Consider any t-subset of 
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{I, 2, , .. , p}q. Then as f>pq-d. there must be two members of the (-subset which 
agree in those positions where S* and R* agree. Importantly, the first position where 
these two t-tuples disagree is one where R* and s" disagree. Hence they appear in the 
other order in s~ than in R~. As this is true of any t-set of q-tuples, the two blocks 
have no common t-tuple. I 
We illustrate this with an example. Suppose that v = 16, p=2, q=4. Then the 
elements of {I, R}4 with minimum Hamming distance 2 are (1, 1, 1. 1), (1, 1, R, R), 
(I, R, I, R), (I, R, R, I), (R, I, I, R), (R, I, R, I), (R, R, I, I), (R, R, R, R). Thu, if 
we form the block {OOOQ, 0001, 0010, 0011, 0100, 0101, 0110, 0111, 1000, 1001,1010, 
lOll, 1100, 1101, 1110, 1111} and apply the eight transformations above to it, we 
obtain eight blocks which are, written horizontally in decimal, 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
3 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 11 10 9 8 15 14 13 12 
5 4 7 6 1 0 3 2 13 12 15 14 9 8 11 10 
6 7 4 5 2 3 0 1 14 IS 12 13 10 11 8 9 
9 8 11 10 13 12 15 14 1 0 3 2 5 4 7 6 
10 11 8 9 14 15 12 13 2 J 0 1 6 7 4 5 
12 13 14 15 8 9 10 11 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 J 
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 0 
It is easy to see that this collection does not contain a repeated 5-set. 
This theorem gives a number of lower bounds on the number of blocks possible. 
The table which follows gives some lower bounds based on Theorems 3 and 4, and on 
the specific examples of pac kings given in the next section. 
Table 1 




" • 7 • , u " " " " "' "' 12~ 
3 6 4 2_ 
4 24 15 12 8 6 4 2-
5 120 63 48 27 8 4 2_ 





Notice that the table entries decrease across each -TOW, from (3), and increase 
down each column since a collection of blocks containing no repeated t-triple cer-
tainly contains no repeated (1+ I)-triple. Thus lower bounds on the number of blocks 
in other packiogs are implied. 
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4. The Packing Numbers DD(4, v, v) and DD(5, v, v) 
From the results of the previous sections the following facts follow: 
1. DD(4, v, v) ~ 24, 
2. DD(4, v, v) ~ 4 for v ~ 27, 
3. DD(4, v, v) = 2 for v:> 27. 
We show first that DD(4, 5, 5)=24. If this is the case then every ordered 4-setmust 
occur exactly once. Let i be the number oftimes a symbol appears in the first position, 
jthe number of times it appears in the second position and k, I, m the number of times 
it occurs in the third, fourth and fifth positions respectively. Then i,j, k, I, m must 
satisfy the following set of equations. 
4i+j = 24 
3J+2k ~24 
2k+3/ =24 
!+4m = 24 
This set of equations has three solutions: 
Type I, i = 4, j = 8, k ~ 0, f ~ 8, m = 4. 
Type II: i = 5, j= 4, k ~ 6, 1=4, m = 5. 
Type ilL i = 6, j = 0, k ~ 12, 1=0, m = 6. 
Since every position in every block must be filled, if there are A points of type I. B 
points of type II and C points of type III then A, B and C must satisfy the following 
equations: 
4A+5B+ 6C ~ 24 
8A+4B = 24 
6B+12C = 24 
giving the three solutions 
(a) A ~ 1, B ~ 4, C~O 
(b) A ~ 2, B~ 2, C~1 
(c) A = 3, B~ 0, C ~ 2. 
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Suppose that in a solution of type (c), a and b are the symbols of type III. All 
blocks have either a or b in the centre position, and thus there are six blocks of the 
form axbxx. This gives twelve quadruples of the form axbx, but there are only six 
different such quadruples. Hence there is no solution of type (c). 
In considering solutions of type (a) and (b) we take the 24 permutations of 
{a, b, c, d} (calling the~e 4-blocks) and insert e in each one (forming a block), avoiding 
any repeated quadruple. We find four e~sential!y distinct desigm. 
Firstly we look at solutions of type (b). Let a and b be the ~ymbols of type /, 
e and d of type II and e of type Ill. Now, for any four 4-hlocks of the pattern 
acbd acdb cabd ('adb 
we can insert e (in positions 1, 3 or 5) in only one way. Since a and b do not appear 
in the third position of a block, caebd is a block and acbde is not. Also, acedb is not 
a block (for othenvise we have a repeated quadruple, aebd) and w eaebd is a block. 
Similarly cadbe is a block. Again, avoiding repeated quadruples reqUIres acedb 
to be a block, and we have 
eGebd acedb caebel cadbe. 
However, for the four 4-blocks 
abed abdc baed bade 
we can insert e in two ways, to get either 
aheed abdce bacde baede, or 
abcde abedt· baeed bach·e. 
We have a ~iTIliiar choice for the four 4-blocks 
cdab alba dcab dcha. 
The four designs resulting are the two shown below and the two got from these by 
interchanging c and d. 
(1 ) (2) 
e a e b d d b , a e e a e b d d b e a e 
a C' e d b h d e e a a , e d b b d e e a 
C' a e b d d b e a e , a e b d d b e a , 
C' a d b e e b d a , e a d b e e b d a " e a d b e , b d a e e a d b e e b d a e 
a d e e b b e e d a a d e , b b e e d a 
d a e b , C b e a d d a e b e , b e a ,{ 
d a c b e e b C' a d d a C' b e e b , a d 
a b e d e e d C' b a a b c d e d " e b a a b e d C' c d e b a a b e d " e 
, d b a 
b a e , d d e e a b b a e c d e d e a b 
b a d e e e , d a b b a d C' e " d e a b 
In checking that these have no repeated quadruple, the reader may note that a block 
with ein position i cannot have a quadruple in common with a block with e in position 
j if Ij-il>], 
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We now consider solutions of type (a), letting e be the dement of type I. or 
the six 4-blocks of the form axxx, let neal have e inserted in position 2. As there may 
be no repeated quadruple, n(a);§2 (e.g. abed and adcb, becoming aebcd and 
aedcb) and these two 4-blocks must have the same element in position 3, But as 
n(a)+n(b)+n(c)+n(d)=8, n(a)=2 etc. Thus the eight 4-blocks to which e is 
inserted in position 2 consist of two with each of the pairs (a, 8(a)), (b, 8(b»), 
(e, 8(e») and (d, 8(d)), say, in positions (1, 3). We show that e is a bijection. Suppose, 
on the contrary, that 8(a)=8(b)=d, Since d appears in the fourth position of exactly 
four blocks, 8(e) 'j"'.d, and also there are no blocks of the form exxcL"'(. Thus the one 
block cexxd and k blocks of the form exxxd give 3k+ 1 quadruples of the form exxd 
and so we cannot get the six quadruples once each. Hence this case i~ impossible. 
Similarly we look at the pairs of elements (o/(x), x) in positions (2,4) of those 
4-blocks into which e is inserted in position 4. Given 8, the choice of rp is limited by 
the fact that no (x, o/(Y), 8(x), y) may be a 4-block. We have three possible pattern~. 
(a) (b) (e) 
x Ox 'py y x Ox (PJ Y x OX o/Y T 
a b a , a d a , a , d a 
b a c a b a c' a , a a b , d b d , b b d b d b c' 
d , d b d , d b d b , d 
In each case, fOf each of the eight 4-blocks remaining, there is only one choice 
as to whether e is inserted in position 1 or 5, and a deSign with no repeated qua-
druples results. As each of these three patterns can be produced in 6 ways, there are 
eighteen such designs. The designs from patterns (b) and (c) are obtained from each 
other by reversing blocks. The designs from patterns (a) and (b) are given below. 
(3) (4) 
a e , b " b a d e c a e h d , b a d e c a e d b c d a h e , a e c' d b d a b e C 
b e c a d b , d e a b e c a d b c' d e a 
b e d a , d c' b e a b e d a " d C' b e a C' e a d b a b c' e d C e a b d a b c' e d 
C' e b d a c b a e d C e d b a C b a e d 
d e a , b a d c' e b d e a C' b a d , e b 
d e b c' a , d a e b d e b c' a c' d a e b 
e a b d C' a C' d b e e a d b C' a c' b d e 
e b a c' d c' a b d e e b a c' d b d , a e 
e , d b a b d c a e e , b d a c' a d h e 
e d , a b " b a C' e e d C' a b d h a , e 
Therefore, up to interchanging symbols and revening all blocks, there are four 
distinct designs, and DD(5, 6, 6)=24. 
The possibility of establishing many more results computationally seems 
remote, Essentially, determining DD(t, v, v) involves searching a tree of depth t! 
with order v! possibilities (all permutations on v symbols) at each node and for any 
but very small t and v this is impractical. 
Table 2 




123456 361524 4567231 86724351 
123654 362415 5671342 43518672 
125463 362514 6712453 72865143 
132465 365421 7123564 27681534 
132564 412653 2461573 68273415 
136452 413562 3572614 51437286 
1 425 3 6 421365 4613725 34156827 
142635 421563 5724136 15342768 
143526 423561 6135247 
143625 431256 7246351 47582361 
145623 431652 1357462 85741632 
146532 432651 4152376 58476\23 7 6 3 4 8 192 5 
152436 451236 5263417 16328574 9 8 7 254 3 J 6 
152634 451632 6374521 32167485 491538267 
153426 452631 7415632 74853216 3 591 627 4 8 
153624 453216 1526743 61235847 8 4 6 3 2 9 5 7 1 
156432 453612 2637154 23614758 615947832 
162435 461325 3741265 172896453 
162534 461523 25648371 5 2 8 7 1 3 6 9 4 
163425 462315 1254736 \7384652 234675189 
163524 462513 2365147 64257183 
165423 463521 3476251 83712564 369284715 
213546 512643 4517362 71836425 783 1 5 2 9 4 6 
216453 513462 5621473 38175246 192635487 
231465 521364 6732514 52463817 9 5 7 4 6 1 328 
231564 521463 7143625 46521738 645723891 
236451 523461 2431765 518349672 
241536 531246 3542176 82513467 2 7 459 8 1 6 3 
241635 5 3 1 642 4653217 41726835 8 269 1 7 534 
243516 5 3 264 1 5764321 76431528 431876259 
243615 541326 6175432 28345176 
245613 541623 7216543 67154382 967182345 
246531 542316 1327654 53862714 3 894 5 1 726 
251436 542613 4162753 35278641 2 9 4 8 361 5 7 
251634 543621 5273164 14687253 753264918 
253416 546 3 J 2 6314275 548927631 
253614 561324 7425316 48613275 8 1 6 743 5 9 2 
256431 5 6 1 423 1536427 84326157 471695283 
261435 562314 2647531 57231684 6 2 5 3 198 7 4 
261534 562413 3751642 12745863 132578469 
263415 5 6 3 421 36854721 
263514 612453 1437526 75162348 
265413 613542 2541637 634785\2 
312645 621345 3652741 21587436 
315462 621543 4763152 
321456 623541 5174263 24713856 
321654 631254 6215374 18526473 
325461 631452 7326415 65831742 
341526 6 3 245 1 2167345 81645237 
3 4 1 625 641235 3271456- 73254618 
342516 641532 43\2567 37462581 
342615 642531 5423671 56178324 
345621 643215 6534712 42387165 
346512 643512 7645123 
351426 645213 1756234 
351624 651234 4257613 
352416 651432 5361724 
352614 652431 6472135 
356412 653214 7513246 
361425 653412 1624357 
2735461 
3146572 
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It is known that DD(4, 6, 6)~15, DD(4, 7. 7)~12, DD(4. 9, 9)~8 and 
DD(4, 11, 11)~6 as the following packings show. 








4 6 1 235 
562341 
1 532 6 4 
2 4 3 6 5 
325461 
431562 
5 4 2 6 3 
1723564 






7 6 2 5 4 3 
3 6 5 4 2 7 1 
2 4 S 9 6 
235197 
4 1 6 5 
5 2 1 6 
6 3 2 
5 3 7 
6 4 8 
4 5 7 3 
5 6 
346298751 
9 1 8 6 2 
9 2 8 4 1 7 3 
671 5 9 3 2 
3 
8 4 





9 5 4 2 6 
3 7 2 
4 7 3 
5 7 4 
239451067118 
1 11 2 7 10 8 




5 6 9 4 3 
1023114 
1 2 9 8 7 
7 1 2 6 5 
3 5 6 2 1 
These packings were discovered by computer. A programme was written to 
search for pacldngs in which there are one or more "initial" blocks, and the remain· 
ing blocks are obtained by adding 1 (modulo v) v-I times. This having been done 
for v=5, 6 and 8, it was then easy to extend the packings obtained to get the first 
three above. The last one was found by starting with a packing of six blocks with 
v=8, and repeatedly using a program which finds all ways to extend a given packing 
by inserting the new element into each block. 
From the previous section we have: 
1. DD(5, v, v) "2 120 
2. DD(5, v, v) ~ 4 for v ~ 64 
3. DD(5, v, v) = 2 for v:>- 64. 
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Computer searches have shown that DD(5, 6, 6)= 120, DD(5, 7, 7)~63, 
DD(5, 8, 8)~48 and DD(5, 9, 9)~27. Note also that DD(S, 16, !6)~8, from 
Theorem 4. 
The configuration with v=6 was found using a computer program which 
took the 120 permutations of {I, 2, 3, 4, 5} and found ways to insert 6 somewhere 
in each of them to obtain a (5, 6, 6) directed packing. The method of this program 
will be reported elsewhere [4]. 
The packing with v=7 is found by taking the "initial" blocks 1234675, 
1254736 and 1437526, mUltiplying each by 1, 2 and 4 (mod 7), and adding 
I (mod 7) 6 times. 
For the packing with v=8, the symbols represent elements of GF(8), where 
the symbol i represents xi(i= 1, , .. , 7), 8 represents the zero element, and X+:r~=X4. 
We take the "initial" blocks 15342768 and 14687253, take the square and fourth 
power of each element (these are automorphisms of G F(8)), and add each element, 
I, ... , 8, in turn. (Thus the 'initial' blocks appear in the 8th and 32nd positions.) 
For the case v=9, we look at CF(9), although we only use its propel1ies as 
a 3-dimensional vector space over CF(3). We let i represent Xi, 9 represent the zero 
element, and let X+X3=X4. To the "initial" block 132578469, we apply each power 
of the linear transformation (124)(3)(568)(7)(9) (as it appears written as a permu-
tation in cycle form), and add each element 1 to 9 in turn. (Thus the "initial" block 
appears last). 
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